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ABSTRACT: Silk fibers have unique mechanical properties, and many studies of
silk aim at understanding how these properties are related to secondary structure
content, which often is determined by infrared spectroscopy. We report significant
method-induced irreversible structural changes to both natural and synthetic spider
silk fibers, derived from the widely used attenuated total reflection Fourier-
transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) technique. By varying the force used to bring fibers
into contact with the internal reflection elements of ATR-FTIR accessories, we
observed correlated and largely irreversible changes in the secondary structure, with
shape relaxation under pressure occurring within minutes. Fitting of spectral components shows that these changes agree with
transformations from the α-helix to the β-sheet secondary structure with possible contributions from other secondary structure
elements. We further confirm the findings with IR microspectroscopy, where similar differences were seen between the pressed and
unaffected regions of spider silk fibers. Our findings show that ATR-FTIR spectroscopy requires care in its use and in the
interpretation of the results.
KEYWORDS: silk fibers, ATR-FTIR, secondary structure, pressure effects, spider silk, NT2RepCT minispidroin

■ INTRODUCTION
Silk fibers from moths and the various types of silk fibers spun
by spiders exhibit remarkable mechanical properties; in
particular, the major ampullate silk displays extraordinarily
high toughness.1−4 To understand how structure and proper-
ties are related in silk and silk-like fibers, it is essential to clarify
their structural composition. Infrared spectroscopic methods
are well established and widely used for investigating the
secondary structure of proteins and protein constructs,5−7 also
including silk.8−10 A sampling method that has been used in
numerous studies of silk fibers is ATR-FTIR.9,11−13 In ATR,
infrared light undergoes total internal reflection at the surface
of an IR-transparent prism (the internal reflection element,
IRE) to create an evanescent wave at the prism surface onto
which the sample is positioned. The evanescent wave probes a
depth of the order of a few micrometers into the sample, and
the technique requires the sample to be in close contact with
the prism of the ATR device. For solids, gels, and other
nonfluidic samples, this is accomplished by pressing the sample
toward the prism with a piston or plunger, which is normally
an integrated part of the ATR accessory and which typically
has some force-limiting mechanism which serves to avoid
excessive pressure on the IRE and to improve repeatability by
minimizing the spread in applied pressure between measure-
ments. Although this technique has been used in many
previous studies on fibrous structures, including protein-based
fibers,14−18 it has potential drawbacks when investigating

samples where the microstructure is sensitive to external
pressure.
Several studies demonstrate pressure effects on silk fibers, for

example, effects of hydrostatic pressure and uniaxial stress on
major ampullate spider silk fibers,19 changes in amorphous and
nanocrystalline phases of major ampullate spider silk under
pressure,20 and combined effects of pressure and hydration on
spider21 and silkworm22 silk films, respectively. Some of these
studies21,22 used ATR-FTIR to monitor the pressure effects,
though these studies were not made in situ; that is, the pressure
was not applied with the ATR-FTIR sampling accessory, but
by subjecting the fibers to isotropic hydrostatic pressure, which
could affect the fibers in different ways compared to the highly
directed pressure used for ATR-FTIR sampling and where the
latter is more likely to induce plastic deformation.
Differences between IR spectra recorded using different

techniques, such as the transmission mode, diffuse reflectance,
or ATR, have been described in the literature23,24 and can be
largely explained by effects specific to the different sampling
techniques, for example, the anomalous dispersion effect,25,26

and are routinely handled with correction procedures for
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making spectra comparable. Beyond these corrections, there
might be differences remaining between techniques due to the
treatment of the samples in preparation for the specific
sampling methods. For example, the use of ATR-FTIR for silk
fibers from silkworms and spiders has previously been
compared with alternative methods for generating FTIR
structural data. It was then postulated that microstructural
modifications might be introduced due to the inevitable
pressure put on the sample when using ATR-FTIR.24

However, in the study by van Nimmen at al.,24 the differences
in the resulting FTIR spectra obtained with different sampling
techniques were not conclusively linked to structural
deformations originating with the ATR-FTIR setup, and the
interpretation is obscured by irregularities in the spectra
obtained with the other sampling techniques. On the other
hand, there are also examples in the literature where ATR-
FTIR has produced results in agreement with other techniques,
such as recent work by Carissimi et al.12 on the secondary
structure of silkworm fibroin nanoparticles, where ATR-FTIR
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
produced consistent results.
A more recently developed alternative to ATR-FTIR is that

of IR microspectroscopy,27 offering the possibility of measure-
ments in both transmission and reflection modes. For either of
these, issues arising specifically from bringing the sample in
close contact with a substrate, such as those needed for ATR
measurements, can be avoided, if the sample can be securely
held in place. IR microspectroscopy in reflectance mode has
previously been considered primarily suitable for flat
surfaces.28 However, IR microspectroscopy, and also Raman
microspectroscopic techniques, have been used successfully on
moth and spider silk fibers.29,30 Furthermore, as shown in a
study comparing ATR-FTIR and reflectance mode IR
microspectroscopy for the classification of a range of textile
fiber types, the latter represents a viable alternative to ATR-
FTIR.31 In this study, conventional ATR-FTIR spectroscopy
was found to deform the sample, although for the materials
investigated this was not deemed to significantly alter the
spectra. Deformation may have small effects on the IR spectra
of sturdy fiber types, but the pressure applied to structurally
more malleable fibers during ATR-FTIR spectroscopy could
induce deformations, which significantly affect the obtained
results. This was tentatively concluded in a recent study
conducted on historical silk samples.32 Although there is ample
evidence that the ATR-FTIR technique potentially induces
changes in the structure of silk samples, which could
complicate or preclude structural interpretation of the data,
it appears that this aspect has not been systematically
investigated.
Here, we make a quantitative assessment of the effect of the

applied force during ATR-FTIR measurements on spider silk
fibers. With a load cell attached to the pressing device of an
ATR accessory, we monitor the applied force on the fibers
during the measurements and correlate this to the observed
changes in secondary structure, as obtained by fitting of
spectral components to the observed amide bands. By
comparing results obtained from natural and synthetic spider
silk fibers in contact with the internal reflection elements of
ATR-FTIR sampling accessories under different applied loads,
we demonstrate that regular ATR-FTIR sampling can induce
structural changes that considerably affect the interpretation of
the results in terms of chain conformation and the secondary
structure. Evaluating the spectra before and after applying the

loads and under controlled applied forces, we find that already
at low forces the effects on the resulting spectra are permanent.
Rather than applying hydrostatic pressure to the fibers, which
acts isotropically and which has been used in previous studies
of pressure-induced effects on silk,19−21 we use a piston to
press fibers directly onto the ATR prisms because this is
necessary to bring the sample in sufficiently close contact with
the internal reflection element for probing the sample, and it is
also the normal procedure for ATR sampling, which is the
measurement situation under scrutiny.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Artificial Spider Silk Fibers. Protein expression

and purification of the minispidroin NT2RepCT33 was performed in
native conditions as described earlier.34 After purification, the
spinning dope was prepared by concentrating NT2RepCT stored in
a 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer at pH 8 to 300 mg/mL using a centrifugal
filter with a 10 kDa cutoff (Amicon Ultra-15 equipped with a Ultracel-
10K filter) at 4 °C and 4000g. Then, artificial spider silk fibers were
made according to a recently described spinning protocol that was
optimized for NT2RepCT.35 The spinning dope was extruded at a
rate of 17 μL/min via a pulled glass capillary having an orifice
diameter of 55 ± 5 μm into a spinning bath containing a 0.75 M
acetate buffer at pH 5. In the spinning bath, extruded NT2RepCT
instantaneously formed a solid fiber, which was collected at the end of
the 80 cm long spinning bath at a collection speed of 58 cm/s. The
temperature and humidity during spinning and fiber collection were
22 °C and 30 ± 10%, respectively. No postspin stretching was
applied. From microscopy images, the diameter of the used
NT2RepCT fibers was estimated to approximately 16 μm.
Collection of Major Ampullate Spider Silk Fibers. Major

ampullate spider silk fibers from the species Larinioides sclopetarius
were extracted at ca. 1 cm/s by stimulating the spinnerets of a fixed
spider under a stereomicroscope (Leica M60). From microscopy
images the diameter of the fibers was estimated to approximately 5
μm.
Infrared Spectroscopy. For regular (nonimaging) ATR-FTIR, a

PIKE MIRacle accessory (PIKE Technologies, Madison, WI) was
used in a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer, with a DLaTGS detector, at
2 cm−1 resolution, adding 64 scans for each spectrum. The accessory
was used with a single-reflection diamond-coated ZnSe crystal (IRE),
with a circular 1.8 mm diameter surface for the sample. The sample
clamp has a torque-limiting mechanism set to apply a maximum force
of ca. 180 N. For consistent results (best repeatability), it is
recommended that the pressure on the sample is increased with the
clamp until the torque-limiting mechanism is triggered, i.e., when
maximum applied load is reached. Fifteen fibers were taped to a frame
which was placed across the prism for each measurement, but with
some fibers breaking in the preparation process, about 10−12 were
typically remaining during the measurements. For the polarized
measurements, the fibers were placed on the prism in a direction
parallel to the IR beam (though tests comparing the perpendicular
orientation of the fibers did not show any significant differences
between the two orientations). ATR spectra under increasing loads
obtained under different polarizations (and nonpolarized light) were
acquired in separate series for each polarization direction to maintain
stable measurement conditions. For each series, a background
spectrum and the subsequent measurements under increasing load
were performed with the polarizer fixed. The measurements under
different polarizations were performed on the same fiber bundle but
translating the bundle over the IRE between the measurements to
probe a pristine region of the fibers at the start of each measurement.
Imaging ATR-FTIR was performed with an Imaging Golden Gate

accessory (Specac, UK) with ZnSe optics in a Bruker IMAC
macrochamber with a 128 × 128 pixel focal plane array detector. A
Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer was used as a light source, with 2
cm−1 resolution, and 32 scans were added for each image. The sample
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surface is a 2 × 2 mm2 diamond prism, and the sample can be pressed
to this surface with forces up to 800 N using the provided clamp.
All ATR spectra were corrected for the wavelength-dependent

penetration depth into the ATR IRE, but not for the anomalous
dispersion effect in regions of strong absorbance.
For IR microspectroscopy, a Bruker Hyperion 3000 IR microscope

was used in reflection mode. A Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer was
used as a light source at 4 cm−1 resolution, accumulating 100 scans for
each image. A 15× reflective (Cassegrain) objective was used for
imaging, and a 128 × 128 pixel focal plane array was used as the
detector. Samples were mounted on gold-coated glass slides to
provide a reflective background.
Load Control. A custom-made load cell adapter for monitoring of

the applied force during ATR measurements, based on a 500 N load
cell (TE Connectivity FX29, model FX293X-100A-0100-L), was used
to measure the force applied to the fibers under the controlled load
experiments (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), with both
ATR accessories. Calibration of the load cell is described in Figure S2.
The load cell enables us to monitor the applied forces, but the applied
pressure exerted on the fibers remains unknown.
Spectral Processing. The spectral range of 1800−1200 cm−1 was

selected, and all imaging ATR-FTIR and microscopic spectra (but not
regular ATR-FTIR spectra) were baseline-corrected using the rubber-
band method (5 iterations, 200 baseline points). Because varying the
applied pressure also varied the intensities of the spectra, normal-
ization was required and applied to all spectra. This was done using
vector normalization. Min−max normalization was less useful because
the amide I absorption is the most intense band in all spectra, and it
changes in both intensity and position with pressing; normalization to
this band complicates the interpretation of all other bands (including,
for example, that at 1250 cm−1 which is not changed by pressing).
After vector normalization, an offset correction was used to bring all
spectra to the same zero baseline.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to reduce the

dimensions of data into a series of orthogonal eigenvectors that are
linear functions of the original variables, and which represent the
directions of the greatest variances in the data, while retaining the
information about the variations in data points.36 This new space is
spanned by the principal components (PCs), and most of the
variations in the original data are represented by variations in the first
few (one, two, or three) PCs.37 MATLAB R2019a was used for the
multivariate analysis. PCA was employed to compress the large
number of correlated wavenumbers into new reduced data sets. This
procedure was applied independently for different spectral regions to
study the spectral changes induced by the application of pressure to
the fibers. Only the first principal component (PC1) was used for the
data analysis included below.
For fitting component bands to the absorbance spectrum, the band

fitting feature in the OPUS 7.2 software (Bruker Optics) was used.
Estimated positions of the bands were obtained from second
derivatives of each spectrum. All fittings were done by the
Levenberg−Marquardt method using Gaussian fitting functions,
until the RMS deviation between the experimental and the fitted
spectra was <0.002. No parameters (peak positions, widths, or
intensities) were held fixed during the fitting procedure.
The width of the band near 1650 cm−1 was estimated from the

second-derivative spectrum of NT2RepCT in Figure S5 and from a
published spectrum (Figure 2a in ref 30) which is attributed to the
silk I form.38 In both cases, the width of the second derivative
minimum was evaluated at half of its value, either using the full width
for silk I or using the half-width on the high wavenumber side for
NT2RepCT because this region was less affected by overlap from
other bands. The half-width was converted to full width, and the full
widths were multiplied by a factor of 2 to correspond to full widths in
the absorption spectrum. The factor was determined from artificial
curves with a Gaussian line profile and 30 cm−1 full width at half-
height.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ATR under Variable Applied Force. To study the

secondary structure of protein fibers under different applied
forces, ATR spectra of biomimetic artificial spider silk fibers
(spun from the protein NT2RepCT33,34) were recorded under
an increasing pressing force of the ATR accessory. Figure 1

shows how the normalized ATR spectra between 1750 and
1200 cm−1 change as the force gradually increases from 6 to
160 N on the same set of fibers, and arrows indicate the
spectral changes under increasing applied force. Increasing the
force applied to the fibers shifts the absorbance bands from
1652 to 1644 cm−1 and from 1537 to 1518 cm−1 and decreases
the intensity of the band around 1301 cm−1. The sample was
released after pressing under the maximum load, and its
spectrum was recorded under 6 N force, immediately after
release, and again after 1 h. The results show that the spectra
under released force are very similar to those acquired under
the highest load, indicating an irreversible change in the
secondary structure (spectra obtained after release are shown
in Figure S3).
The observed spectral changes comprise three spectral

regions of protein backbone absorption, which are sensitive to
secondary structure:39 amide I (centered at 1750−1600 cm−1

mostly representing carbonyl (C�O) stretching), amide II
(centered at 1590−1470 cm−1 with main contributions from
C−N stretching and N−H bending), and amide III (centered
at 1350−1250 cm−1 and including more complex vibrational
modes). They are assigned to secondary structures based on
previous literature.40−47 The band positions at 1652, 1537, and
1301 cm−1 are characteristic of α-helices. We note, however,
that the silk I form of Bombyx mori has an infrared spectrum
that is similar to that of an α-helix, although NMR evidence
indicates that the structure consists of repeated type II β-
turns.38 This is conceivable because the infrared spectrum of α-
helices is difficult to distinguish from that of secondary
structures that are neither α-helices nor β-sheets.41,42,44,48
Therefore, assignment of the 1652 and 1537 cm−1 bands to
type II β-turns is also possible. Nevertheless, the small
bandwidth of the 1652 cm−1 band in the absorption spectrum
of NT2RepCT argues in favor of an assignment to α-helices. It
was estimated to ∼26 cm−1 (see Materials and Methods

Figure 1. Normalized ATR spectra of the NT2RepCT fibers under
different applied forces. The arrows indicate changes under increasing
applied pressing force, from 6 N (black) to 160 N (red; the applied
forces used for the intermediate curves are listed in Table S1).
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section), which is somewhat less than the value of 32 cm−1

found for three α-helical polypeptides49 and thus indicates a
well-defined conformation. In contrast, the bandwidth of silk I
was estimated to ∼38 cm−1, implying a more heterogeneous
structure for silk I than that for NT2RepCT. A further
argument for an assignment of the 1652 cm−1 band to α-
helices is the associated absorbance decrease in the amide III
spectral range at 1301 cm−1, the spectral position of which is
characteristic of α-helices, but not of turns.45,47 The silk I
spectrum shows instead a band at 1233 cm−1 30 which is
located at the low wavenumber side of the spectral range of
turns.47 Thus, we consider an assignment of the 1652 cm−1

band to α-helices to be the most likely but admit that it is not
unequivocal, and we do not exclude the contribution of
broader spectral features from other secondary structures in
this spectral range because they show up less obviously in
second-derivative spectra. However, to keep the text simple, we
refer to this band as α-helix in the following.
With increasing force, the amide I band shifts to 1644 cm−1,

which is due to a decrease of the band at 1652 cm−1 and an
increase of a component band at 1638 cm−1, evident in the
second derivative spectra shown in Figure S7. The 1638 cm−1

band and the amide II band at 1518 cm−1 can be assigned to β-
sheets. Thus, the observed force-induced change is consistent
with a transition of α-helix structures into β-sheets but could
also be caused by a shape change where the dipole moments of
the β-sheets are better aligned to the electric field vector than
those of the α-helices under high loads due to redistribution or
reshaping of the probed volume as a result of pressing as
discussed in the following.
To determine whether the spectral changes are caused by

changes in the protein secondary structure or emerge because
of shape changes largely without secondary structure changes,
caused by realignment of the transition dipoles indicative of α-
helices and β-sheets under deformation of the fibers, spectra
were investigated under polarized infrared illumination. Shape
changes under varying applied loads are expected and reported
in the literature, for example, in an ATR-FTIR study on the
classification of textile fibers, including silk.9 Under a mere
shape change, the changes in s- and p-polarized spectra would
mirror each other in that a change in one spectrum would
correspond to a similar, but reverse, change in the other
spectrum because the projections of the molecular transition
dipoles on the two polarization directions are coupled. Figure 2
shows spectra of NT2RepCT fibers under different applied
forces (ca. 3−88 N), obtained with nonpolarized, s-polarized,
and p-polarized light. The three sets of spectra in Figure 2 were
obtained from the same fibers (but each series was acquired at
a new position on the fiber bundle). The changes in the
polarized spectra do not mirror each other, but both spectra
rather show changes that are not balanced by reverse changes
in the spectrum of the other polarization. Corresponding
spectra for natural fibers are shown in Figure S4, and we note
that similar changes can be observed in the latter, though these
are smaller, and thus the natural fiber appears to be more
resistant to pressing (a figure comparing the spectra is included
as Figure S5). These results confirm a genuine structural
transition under an increasing applied force. The bands near
1750 cm−1 (and which are absent from the data in Figure 1)
are probably caused by lipopolysaccharides in the fiber, which
are common contaminants from the E. coli production
system.50,51 In Figure 2, the changes in the nonpolarized
spectra appear to be smaller than for the polarized measure-

ments, whereas under ideal conditions, the nonpolarized
spectrum should be the average of the two polarized spectra.
In the interpretation of these spectra, it is important to
remember that several issues will affect the resulting spectra
and a comparison between them. (i) The sets of spectra for the
different polarizations were obtained in separate experiments
for technical reasons (as explained above). This is the reason
the spectra between the sets were acquired at slightly different
applied forces (see Table S1). This cannot fully explain the
differences, but might contribute to them. (ii) As the applied
force increases, the absolute intensities of the spectra increase
due to the larger contact area of the fibers on the prism, but
each spectrum is normalized individually, so direct quantitative
comparisons from the shown spectra are difficult. (iii) The
penetration of the p-polarized beam into the sample is larger
than for the s-polarized beam, so the absolute changes can be
different for the two polarizations due to the changes in
geometry upon deformation. This implies that for normalized
spectra, the nonpolarized measurement is a weighted average
of the two polarizations, where they do not contribute equally.
A comparison of nonpolarized spectra with averages of s- and
p-polarized spectra is included in Figure S6. (iv) Finally, the
wire grid polarizers used for polarization are not ideal
polarizers, and beam focusing in the MIRacle ATR accessory
does not fully maintain polarization, so some mixing should be
expected. All of these factors make quantitative comparisons of
the intensity variations between the spectra in Figure 2 (and
Figure S4) difficult. Irrespective of the aforementioned issues,
the conclusion that the peak shif ts confirms a genuine
structural transition under an increasing applied force remains
unaffected.
For a more thorough assessment of the spectral changes, we

need to identify the relative contributions from different
structural motifs to each spectrum.
Spectral band fitting can be used to identify and quantify

secondary structure elements of proteins, and for a more
precise analysis, the three amide regions of the spectra were
fitted to identify contributions from different secondary

Figure 2. Normalized ATR spectra of NT2RepCT fibers under
different applied forces probed with light using different polarizations.
Arrows indicate changes upon increasing applied pressing force, from
ca. 3 to ca. 88 N (the applied forces for the intermediate curves are
listed in Table S1). The two sets of polarized spectra are vertically
offset by 0.06 and 0.12 units, respectively, for clarity.
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structure motifs. We used second derivatives (Figure S7) to
find the band positions to feed into the fitting process. Figure 3
shows the results of this analysis for ATR spectra of artificial
fibers (NT2RepCT), in this case under 6 and 160 N applied
forces, for the three amide regions. Secondary structure
transformations are confirmed by comparing the intensities
of bands associated with α-helix and β-sheet structure, under
different applied forces. The integrated areas of the amide
component bands were determined to quantitatively assess the
structural transformation rate in the silk fiber proteins. For
each amide band, the main contributions to each secondary
structure type were used to calculate a β/α ratio. These bands
are centered at 1652 ± 2 cm−1 (α) and 1634 ± 3 cm−1 (β) in
the amide I region, at 1538 ± 4 cm−1 (α) and 1511 ± 3 cm−1

(β) in the amide II region, and at 1301 ± 3 cm−1 (α) and 1241
± 2 cm−1 (β) in the amide III region. Figure 4 shows the ratios

of the integrated band intensities in each region (giving β/α
structural ratios) for different applied forces. These results are
consistent for the three amide bands and clearly show how the
structure transformation from α-helix to β-sheet proceeds
under the increasing applied force.
Reversibility of the Structural Changes. To assess

whether elastic or plastic deformation occurs under applied
load, NT2RepCT fibers were measured at a low (2−3 N) and
high applied force (80−85 N) and thereafter released to a low
pressing force (3−4 N), and spectra were collected
continuously every 5 min for 1 h. Figure 5 shows spectra
under low and high pressing force, and after 5 and 60 min,
respectively, after releasing the high pressing force. The data
show not only that the secondary structure changes are
partially reversible but also that there is very little difference
between the spectra obtained 5 and 60 min after relaxing the

Figure 3. (a−f) Band shape analysis by fitting the component bands of the ATR spectra of a NT2RepCT fiber sample under low (6 N) and high
(160 N) pressing forces for the amide I−III regions.
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pressure and that the plastic changes in the fibers occur
immediately, with little creep. This is consistent with the
normal relaxation times in spider silk52 and also in agreement
with previous studies, finding that macroscopic strain was
immediately reflected in microscopic structural changes.53

To better understand the reversibility, averages of 20 spectra
of relaxed fibers (after release of the high pressing force; see
Figure 5) were calculated for each polarization. These average
spectra were then compared to similarly averaged spectra of
the NT2RepCT fibers under pressure, and principal
component analysis (PCA) was applied to analyze the data
for each polarization separately (see Figure 6). The first
principal component (PC1) represents the absorbance differ-
ences between the averaged spectra (under zero and high
applied force, respectively) and was used as an indicator for the
reversibility. The PCA data were normalized so that the value
at the lowest force was selected as the minimum (zero) and
that at the highest force as maximum (set to 1). Figure 6 shows
the normalized PC1 values for different pressing forces and for
data obtained under both unpolarized and polarized
illumination.
The results show that spectra are more reversible in the s-

polarized (55.7%) direction in comparison with either the
nonpolarized (13.2%) or p-polarized (23.9%) spectra. There

are two possible explanations for these differences in the
reversibility with the polarization direction. First, the samples
stick to the prism surface under a high pressing force, which
can constrain the expansion parallel to the prism surface, in
comparison with the change perpendicular to the prism
surface. Second, the difference can also be a result of the
different penetration depths of the two polarization directions,
where nonpolarized and p-polarized light penetrate deeper
than s-polarized light. Thus, nonpolarized and p-polarized light
probe a greater volume (more material) in comparison to s-
polarized light. The effects of pressing and releasing are
different for the two polarizations depending on the changing
shape of the fiber under applied pressure, but a precise analysis
of these effects would require detailed knowledge about the
geometrical changes with increasing pressure.
Further, not all bands show the same degree of reversibility

for each polarization. To distinguish the degree of reversibility
of each band, we used second derivatives to identify 18
different spectral band positions, including all three amide
band regions. Then, each spectrum was fitted using these
component bands, and PCA was applied to each component
band, for the nonpolarized spectra and the two sets of
polarized spectra, separately. After that, PC1 was normalized
for each component band (similarly to the analysis for whole
spectra above summarized in Figure 6, but here the analysis is
for each band separately), and a measure of the degree of
reversibility for each band was determined from the changes in
the PC1 magnitudes. These results are listed in Table S3 and
displayed in Figure 7, where four bands show distinct
irreversibility. The intensities of the bands centered at 1635
(amide I) and 1381 cm−1 (CH2 and/or CH3 bending) of the
β-sheet structure were irreversibly increased, and the intensities
of the bands at 1531 cm−1 (amide II) and 1307 cm−1 (amide
III) of the α-helix structure were irreversibly decreased. Thus,
these results also support the view that permanent changes
resulting in a transformation from α-helix to β-sheet structure
follow after applied pressure and deformation of the samples.
Polyalanine Bands. Previous studies have found that a

backbone vibrational mode in β-sheet polyalanine nanocrystals
appears at 965 cm−1 if no external load is applied and that it
shifts under applied stress. This band can thus be used as an

Figure 4. Summary of the band ratios (β/α structural ratios) of
integrated bands obtained by curve fitting in each amide region (see
Figure 3) as an indicator of the α-helix to β-sheet transformation.
Note the different vertical scales for each amide band.

Figure 5. Normalized ATR spectra of the NT2RepCT fibers under
low and high pressing force and in a relaxed state 5 and 60 min after
releasing the high pressing force.

Figure 6. Normalized PC1 for whole spectra for different applied
forces and different polarizations, indicating the degree of spectral
change measured from low to high pressing force. The applied
pressure was released after the highest force, and the samples were
allowed to relax to a low force (in the range 3−5 N), indicated by the
data points on the left, connected by dashed lines.
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internal molecular sensor of externally applied pressure.19,53

However, macroscopic stress applied to the fiber does not
necessarily translate to a proportional crystal stress,19 and the
existence of prestress in silk, with ensuing decrease in
nanocrystal stress upon increasing external stress,54 compli-
cates the use of this band as an indicator of external stress.
Using second derivatives, the position of this band is also
resolved in our data. For measurements on 5−8 NT2RepCT
fibers, the position of this polyalanine band moves from 961 to
967 cm−1 as the applied force is increased from 6 to 64 N, but
upon further increase, the band reverts to 965 cm−1, to remain
there, also as the clamp is released to 7 N after reaching the
maximum pressure (see Figure S8 and Table S4). The initial
increase is in qualitative agreement with the changes observed
by Anton et al.,19 upon applying increasing hydrostatic stress to
silk fibers. However, whereas the isotropically acting hydro-
static pressure resulted in completely reversible shifts of this

band, the plastic deformation induced by the press in our
ATR-FTIR setup acts differently and, like other spectral
changes induced by the pressing force, does not result in fully
reversible changes. Nevertheless, the observed band shift
supports the interpretation of our data in terms of structural
changes induced by the externally applied force and the
irreversibility of these changes at high applied forces.
ATR Imaging. Further, micro-IR imaging in the ATR mode

was used to confirm the ATR results mentioned above. Figure
8 shows ATR spectra of a single NT2RepCT fiber under
different pressing forces (the images in Figure 8 are selected
from IR images, which are provided in full in Figure S9). In
Figure 8a the average applied force is 10 N, while in Figure 8b
it is ca. 450 N. Because of small imperfections in the
measurement (misalignment, dust, fiber thickness variations,
etc.) in combination with a pivoting head at the press end, the
resulting force is not homogeneous over the sample but results

Figure 7. Reversibility percentages of the fitted component bands. The percentages are plotted along the three Cartesian axes for the different
polarizations used. The group of four bands in the lower left corner (1307, 1381, 1531, and 1635 cm−1; see text for details) differ from the other
bands in that they have much lower reversibility.

Figure 8. Averaged spectra of eight different segments of a single fiber sample obtained by ATR micro-IR imaging under (a) a force gradient under
low average applied force, on average 10 N, where arrows indicate the changes occurring in the spectra upon moving in the direction of increasing
pressing force, i.e., from top to bottom in the inset image, and (b) spectra of the fiber at high average pressing force, ca. 450 N. Each image was
divided into eight equal-length parts along the fiber direction, and average spectra of each part were obtained. Colors in the inset images represent
total IR intensity (in arbitrary units) indicating strong (red), weak (green), or no (blue) contact between fiber and IRE.
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in a force gradient across the image, with the force increasing
from top to the bottom in the inset images in Figure 8. To
analyze the results, each IR image of the fiber was divided into
eight equal-length segments along the fiber length. The arrows
in the spectra in Figure 8a indicate changes as they occur when
moving from the top to the bottom part of the adjacent fiber
image, and the average spectrum of each part is shown in the
figure. Figure 8a shows a secondary structure transformation of
the silk under an increasing pressing force along the fiber. The
spectral changes that are indicated by the arrows are
qualitatively very similar to the changes from α-helix to β-
sheet observed with the regular (nonimaging) ATR method in
the previous analysis. Under high pressing force (Figure 8b),
the structure of the silk fiber in the entire imaging area is
transformed into largely the same, presumably β-sheet
structure, with much less variation between the spectra from
different segments of the fiber.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to visualize

the results obtained so far. In this evaluation, all spectra were
first divided into three groups, where spectra from Figures 1
and S3 form one group and spectra from Figures 8a and 8b
form separate groups. Thereafter, the spectra were split into
three spectral ranges: amide I (1770−1600 cm−1), amide II
(1590−1470 cm−1), and amide III (1350−1250 cm−1); PCA
was applied to each amide band separately, for all spectra. This
was thus repeated for the eight different applied pressures
shown in Figure 1, for the spectrum at low force after release
(shown in Figure S3) and for each of the spectra from the eight
segments in Figures 8a and 8b), and the resulting data were
used to assemble Figure 9. For each spectral range region, PC1
accounts for 96−98% of the variance in the IR data. In Figure
9, each spectrum is thus represented as a point, the location of
which is defined by the loadings of the first principal
components in each of the three spectral regions (amide I−
III). This analysis demonstrates that the same structural

transformation is occurring under increasing pressing force
both in the conventional ATR measurements (red) and under
the force gradients in imaging ATR (purple). The result from
the released sample in the ATR measurement (blue) confirms
that the fibers’ secondary structure does not change after
releasing the pressure on the sample and that it remained in β-
sheet structure. Results from the highly pressed sample in the
imaging ATR mode (green) confirmed that there is a final
secondary structure (β-sheet) that the sample will reach under
high pressure.
IR Microspectroscopy. For comparison, IR microspectro-

scopy in reflection mode was also applied to study the
secondary structure of the spider silk fibers. This technique has
been used in previous studies to verify deviations to spectra
obtained with the ATR-FTIR technique,31,32 and we proceed
to do the same to verify our results obtained by ATR-FTIR
and to assess the consistency with existing literature. Figure
10a shows the normalized averaged spectra from two regions

of an NT2RepCT fiber, which was mounted in the ATR
accessory under a force of ca. 80 N and then transferred to a
gold-coated glass slide for IR imaging. The central portion of
the fiber in Figure 10b was pressed, and a comparison of the
spectra from the pressed (2) and nonpressed (1) regions
reveals clear differences. The maxima of the amide I (1619 →
1610 cm−1) and amide II (1496 → 1492 cm−1) bands are
shifted from the unaffected to the pressed area. These spectral
changes are qualitatively similar to the shifts presented in the
ATR section above, induced by increasing pressing force,
which confirmed that the α-helix structure turns into β-sheet in
the twisted region. This test shows that the distribution of the
total intensity is different in the pressed region compared to
the unaffected parts of the fiber and that the intensity of the
bands associated with the β-sheet structure is higher in the
pressed area.
We extended this comparison to consider a twisted natural

spider silk fiber, and Figure 11a shows normalized averaged

Figure 9. Mapping of PC1 of the three amide regions for each
measurement. Red and blue markers correspond to the data in Figures
1 and S3, respectively; purple markers are data from Figure 8a, and
the green markers correspond to the data in Figure 8b (some markers
are partially overlapping). The red arrow indicates the direction of
increasing the pressing force in the data from Figure 1. The purple
and green arrows indicate directions of increasing pressing force
(from top to bottom) in the insets in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively.

Figure 10. (a) Normalized and averaged spectra of the two indicated
areas of the NT2RepCT fiber shown in (b), obtained by IR
microspectroscopy in reflectance mode with a gold-coated slide as the
substrate. The central part of the fiber (region 2) was pressed to ca. 80
N in an ATR accessory before the IR microspectroscopy analysis
while region 1 remained untreated.
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spectra from two selected areas of a spider major ampullate silk
fiber, as indicated in the optical image in Figure 11b. Area (1)
is the normal (nontwisted) fiber structure, and area (2) is a
twisted part of the fiber. A comparison of the averaged spectra
from these two regions shows shifts that are similar to those
observed in previous experiments. The maxima of the amide I
(1619 → 1608 cm−1) and amide II (1496 → 1482 cm−1)
bands are shifted from the normal to the twisted area. Just as in
the example shown in Figure 10, the distributions of the total
intensities are different in the twisted and the normal regions,
with bands associated with β-sheet structure higher in the
twisted parts of the fiber compared to the natural, nontwisted,
parts.
Sampling Method Effects. Comparing the spectra

obtained from conventional ATR, ATR imaging, and the
reflectance microspectroscopy results, the amide band peaks
are consistently shifted to lower wavenumbers under applied
external stress, and this shift is qualitatively similar in all cases.
From component fitting of the amide bands, and also based on
other spectral features, these changes are associated with
transformations from α-helix to β-sheet secondary structure,
and it is also clear that pressing the sample to the IRE in the
ATR accessory contributes to this transition. While the data
obtained from the different sampling methods do not represent
the same samples, the differences in the spectra from the
respective sampling methods still deserve some comment.
Most notable are the lower wavenumbers of the amide I band
peak positions in the IR microspectroscopy results in Figures
10 and 11, as compared to the band positions observed in the
ATR measurements shown in the previous section. There are
two possible explanations for this difference, either the
geometry of the samples or optical effects specific to the two
sampling methods, as discussed in the following.
(i) Refraction and scattering of beams in fibers, in

combination with variations in refractive index with
wavelength and cross section, will affect the spectral
data.55 It has been demonstrated that a cylindrical shape
distorts the optical fields in and around fibers, resulting

in significant spectral distortion, particularly if the fiber
thickness approaches the used wavelength.56 This is
indeed the situation here, with fibers of ca. 10 and 16 μm
diameter, which is of the order of the wavelengths in the
mid-IR region. This will affect both transmission and
ATR measurements, but in different ways, depending on
the differences in beam paths and probed volumes in the
fibers. With irregularly shaped fibers, the effects on the
resulting spectra are also very difficult to model or
predict.

(ii) The optical features of ATR measurements are such that
both peak intensities and peak positions can be distorted
when comparing to, for example, transmission spectra.57

The alteration of peak intensities is a result of the
wavelength-dependent penetration depth of the evan-
escent wave into the sample. This is routinely
compensated for with a linear correction over the entire
spectrum (also in our spectra). Upon comparison,
however, the peak positions of ATR spectra are normally
also shifted to lower wavenumbers, compared to
transmission (or ideal absorption) spectra. These shifts
are opposite to those observed upon comparison of our
ATR spectra with the reflectance microspectroscopy
results shown in Figures 10 and 11, but the reflection−
absorption spectra obtained by IR microspectroscopy
are also not ideal absorption spectra, so predictions
assuming ideal spectra in this case are not a priori
applicable. The peak shifts observed in ATR spectra can
be accounted for by considering a contribution to the
penetration depth (dp) from the rapid variation of the
sample refractive index (n2) with wavelength near
absorption bands (the correction of which is often
termed “extended”, “advanced”, or “anomalous dis-
persion” ATR correction). This causes the effective
path length in the sample to differ from dp,

58 though this
distinction is often ignored. The shift in peak position
can be understood as a modification of the absorption
coefficient of the sample, α(λ), from which the peak
positions are normally found by looking for local
maxima. With a penetration depth depending on
wavelength, and anomalous dispersion (increasing
refractive index with wavelength) near absorption
bands, it is not α(λ), but the product α(λ)dpn2, which
determines the peak positions. This results in a shift to
lower frequencies (wavenumbers), and more so for
strong absorption bands, when comparing ATR data
with transmission or ideal absorption spectra. Proce-
dures for compensation of such shifts, applicable to
proteins, and specifically for the amide bands, are
described in the literature, though these are nontrivial
and require knowledge about the samples which is not
always available.59−61 Corrections for this effect have not
been implemented in our spectra because this requires
that the refractive indices of the sample and substrate are
known, but the refractive index for the sample is
generally the most uncertain parameter in the correction,
and even more so for fibers. The refractive index of a
fiber is usually not constant across the fiber diameter,
even in areas where there are no twists or bends, so this
will be very difficult to calculate.56 In addition, the cross-
sectional shape of a fiber means that there is a path-
length difference variation across the sample, exacerbat-
ing the difficulties in calculating the ATR corrections.

Figure 11. (a) Normalized and averaged spectra of the indicated areas
of a spider major ampullate silk fiber shown in (b), obtained by
infrared microspectroscopy in reflectance mode, with a gold-coated
slide as the substrate. Regions 1 and 2 in (b) represent nontwisted
and twisted regions of the fiber, respectively.
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While these issues might complicate, or prevent, direct and
detailed comparison of results between different sampling
techniques, our data unambiguously demonstrate that
pressure-induced changes are present in the ATR spectra
and that qualitatively similar effects are seen in single fibers
under local strain in IR microspectroscopy. We observed these
structural changes while operating the ATR accessories
according to the recommendations of the respective
manufacturers. In contrast, our recent NT2RepCT spectra
using a different ATR accessory (Platinum ATR, Bruker)
produced typical low-force second-derivative spectra in which
the β-sheet shoulder is considerably less intense than the α-
helix band.34,62,63 Discrepancies between different ATR studies
could therefore arise due to the use of different ATR
accessories.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Based on a series of different experiments, we demonstrate that
the use of ATR-FTIR as a sampling method for studying the
secondary structure of spider silk fibers can induce structural
changes in both natural and synthetic spider silk fibers, as a
result of pressing the sample against the surface of the internal
reflection element in the ATR-FTIR accessory. Experiments
under different applied loads, in combination with polarization
analysis and fitting of spectral components, demonstrate that
the induced structural changes correspond to a transformation
from α-helix to β-sheet secondary structure and that these
structural changes are largely irreversible. Both ATR-FTIR
imaging and IR microspectroscopy confirm these observations.
Thus, when using the ATR-FTIR technique with spider silk
fibers, the possibility of force-induced structural changes
should be taken into account, and great care should be applied
in experimentation and in the interpretation of the results.
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